Name of the Tool

Statistics Canada

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/start

Subject

Statistics - Canada

Accessibility

Free

Language

English and Francais

Publisher

Statistics Canada

Brief History

Statistics Canada (French: Statistique Canada) was formed in 1971, replacing the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, which was formed in 1918. In 2011 Statistics Canada
released an audit acknowledging that from c. 2004 to 2011, their automated
computer processes had "inadvertently made economic data available to data
distributors before the official publication time." In November 2011, in response to
the audit StatsCan stopped that process. Since then it has commissioned with
producing statistics to help better understand Canada, its population, resources,
economy, society and culture. It was headquartered in Ottawa.

Scope and Coverage

It provides information about 350 active surveys on virtually all aspects of Canadian
life. Statistics Canada undertakes a country-wide census every five years on the first
and sixth year of each decade. Statistics Canada publishes numerous documents
covering a range of statistical information about Canada, including census data,
economic and health indicators, immigration economics, income distribution, and
social and justice conditions. It also publishes a peer-reviewed statistics journal,
Survey Methodology.

Kind of Information

It provides information both for
 Analysts and researchers and
 Survey participants
Different categories like agriculture, business, prices and price index, government,
health, family, children and youth, labor, manufacturing, society and community,
statistical methods, transportation, travel and tourism etc. Each category gives brief
information on it, list of subtopics, featured products and related links. As for
example, ‘health’ category shows results like :

All the videos are given with small description and release dates. An example is
given below:

Information on employers, labor market and job seekers can be found here.
Government jobs are listed separately. Samples of Canadian surveys are provided
here. Some of those are given below:

News are given with related photographs. Such as:

Major economic indicators are listed here as follows:

Information is available on public service and pensions. Generally, information is
given on phoenix pay system issues, rates of pay, collective agreements, pensions
and benefits, online learning, language training, prevention of harassment etc.
Articles and reports, data tables, definitions and documentation and maps &
geographical tools are also provided here. It also states about government
information like how government works, structure of Government, Government
insight, Government finances, appointments and policies etc. The Canadian Socioeconomic Information Management System CANSIM provides aggregate data for
free online including full datasets that also can be downloaded for free.

Special Features
 Videos related to Canadian statistics are given here.
 If any problem or mistake can be found in any web page, visitors can report
that and submit that.
 Users can find jobs using advance search facility.

 Most requested recalls and alerts are listed separately.
 Infographic and some other data can be downloaded directly.

Arrangement Pattern

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

The categories are arranged alphabetically as shown below:

Statistical information is vital to an open and democratic society. It provides a solid
foundation for informed decisions by elected representatives, businesses, unions and
non-profit organizations, as well as individual Canadians. As Canada's central
statistical office, Statistics Canada is legislated to serve this function for the whole of
Canada and each of the provinces and territories.
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